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ABSTRACT

The purpose urns to determine the offsets of physical edu
cation on ths manual and finger dexterity of sentally retarded
boys.

The physical education program consisted aainly of t ti-

vities that inproved finger, hand, and a n movements.
The fourteen boys selected for this study were divid a into
two groups of seven each.

The control group participated in the

pro gran at the Opportunity Training Center but did not take part
in the physical education program.

The experimental group took

pert in the training program at the Center and ware enrolled
in a physical education program three hours per week.

Both

groups participated in their respective programs for a period
of eight weeks.
At the beginning of the experimental period each group was
testsd for fingsr dexterity and manual dexterity by the General
Aptitude Test Bettery QATB.

The test was again administered to

both groups at the end of the experimental period.

The null

hypothesis was assumed with respect to differences of scores
for individual students from pre-test to post-test.
The conclusion bassd on this study *** that participation
in programs of physical education may improve manual dexterity
and finger dexterity among educable mentally retarded boya.

vlfi

The experimental group shoved a significant iaprovement at the
.05 level of confidence on test nine of the GATB test and on
test twelve of the GATB test.

i*

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Statement of the problem

Manual dexterity and coordination aeeaed to be two areas
of development where mentally retarded people fall far behind
normal people.

According to Tredgold,1 one of the nest coaaon

abnormalities of mental defectives in 191*7 v u a defect of
muscular coordination.

He described this condition quite

vividly,
In many cases this involves even the larger move
ments) the body balance ia ungainly, and there ia a
clumsiness in walking and naming. It is pronounced,
however, in the finer hand and finger aovaaents, mid
coordination of these is usually acquired with great
difficulty. At a tine when a normal child ia writing
and drawing with considerable dexterity, the feeble
minded child is still laboring with many of the simpler
dexterity tasks.
John H. Jenny

2

found that mentally retarded children were

weak in pre-hensile development.

He felt that objects which

develop grasp reflex and hand movements should be standard

lA. F. Tredgold, A Textbook of Mental Deficiency (6th
ed., Baltimore, Maryland, Wiiiiams anff Viiklns, l w ) ,
p. 112-116.
2John H. jenny, An Introduction to Recreation Education,
(Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
'fe. sounders to.,
p. 1,6-53.

1

2
equipment in situations share mentally retarded children are
receiving physical education.
Jenny found that when a planned program of development
m m

established an improvement would be noted In other areas

as well.

Hand development and grasp reflex were two of the

first physical abilities to cultivate.
The problem of this study vas to determine the effect
of a physical education prograa on the nan sal dexterity of
educafcle mentally retarded boys.

The investigator hoped to

discover methods which would ieprove the vocational training
prograa at the Opportunity Training Center.

Weed for study

There has seeaed to be a definite need to improve the
employability of mentally retarded people in the United states.
Many employment opportunities have existed that required a
high degree of manual dexterity but did not demand a high
degree of mental development.

Assembly-line tasks and repair

work could be considered examples.

Many of these Jobs have

remained unfilled because of a shortage of applicants.

Boredom

and low pay associated with this type of employment have had
little appeal,

or.

William Praenhei,^ executive director of

%orothy Higdon, ’Better Training, Better Jobs for the
Mentally Retarded," Rehabilitation Record, IX (J anuary-Fetruary,
1966), p. IT.
---------------------

3
Educational Guidance Center for the Mentally Retarded, Inc.,
New York, found the demand for seal-skilled laborers to be very
heavy.

Most of the Jabs that were short of manpower consisted

of the repetitive type.

He also found that the sentally retarded

individual had a high tolerance for this type of work.
It vos hoped that this study would shed light on the role
physical education could assune in the training of aantaliy
retarded people for employment.

Many illusions have existed

as to the benefits available for the mentally retarded through
physical education.
It has been the observation of Dr. Bowers,** supported by
RaricH,'5 cratty,6 and stain,7 that Mentally retarded children
arc free two to four years behind noroal children in Motor de
velopment.

with a deficiency such as this existing, It was

imperative that physical education classes becaas an integral

**Louis Bowers, "A program of developmental Motor Activities
for Retarded Children'* (unpublished Doctoral Dissertation, Uni
versity of southern Louisiana, 1961), p. 1.
%awrenee Rarick, "The Factor Structure of Motor Abilities
of Educable Mentally Retarded children" (paper presented at the
Joseph P. Kennedy, Jr. Foundation scientific symposium on Mental
Retardation, April 11, 1966), p. 15.
^Bryant Cratty, The Perceptual-Motor Attributes of Mentally Retarded Children and Youth (Los Angeles"* Menial ketar-

d iife -fcafiwr, iTOV' p « 'iii'-sa:—
7J. U. Stein, "Motor Fundion and Physical Fitness of the
Mentally Retarded* A Critical Review," Rehabilitation Literature,
(August, 1963), XXIV, pp. 230-21*2.

I

k
part of th« educational curriculum of the retarded.

These children

needed to experience a complete program of education.

ftarick and

Cratty suggested it vat the responsibility of physical education
to *ake a contribution to enable these people to lead a productive
life in society.
Aqy steteaent concerning the need of this study would have to
reflect on the nagnitude of the problem across the nation.

The mat

ter of retarded persons in the United States has increased every
year.

An estlaation of the masher waa recorded in 1963 by the Nation

al Association of Retarded Children.®

The following table and fig

ures given by the Association could be considered es cause for concern.

TABLE 1
Segrte of Retardation
all agas
Ho.
Total

%

ages by years
Under 20
20 and over

5,635,000

100.00$

2,300,000

3,335,000

Profound (l.Q. *20)
85,000
Severe (l.Q. 20-35)
200,000
Moderate (l.Q. 36-51) 350,000
Mild (l.Q. 52-6?)
5,000,000

1.50$
3.50$
6.00$
89.00$

50,000
100,000
150,000
2,000,000

35,000
100,000
200,000
3,000,000

The United States government openly recogiised the p rob lea
o
of mental retardation during the tine President John F. Kennedy*
9

National Association for Retarded Children, "Facts on
Mental Retardation," Hew York, 1963, pp. 15, (Mimeographed).
9John F. Kennedy, Letter to Dr. Stafford L. Warren at the
White House Conference on Mental Retardation, September 18, 1963.

s
w m In office.

Re m e d y established

on Mental Retardation in 1963*

the White

House Conference

Hie statement, •He hove, in the

past, forfeited a unique opportunity to develop an otherwise
vasted human resource," revealed his deep Interest.
Only 3000 mentally retarded persons were vocationally re
habilitated in 1961.

Yet the cost to society of a rehabilitation

service is recouped many tines over through the individual's
increased earning poser.

Haver in the history of nan has it

been possible to achieve greater gains against this grave and
complex problem,

recently acquired medical and scientific know

ledge has aade it possible to assure a productive and selfrespecting life for the great majority of mentally retarded.
The elimination of the number of institutionalised mentally
retarded was directly related to this study.

It meant that s

curriculum change m s necessary along with change in attitudes.
Sargent shriver1^ exemplified this need more clearly in his
statement to the 1963 White House Conference on Mental Retar
dation*
A leading authority has estimated that one-third
to one-half of all retardates could be released from
institutions, made relatively self-sufficient, the
burden of their cere released from the states by new
techniques of training and rehabilitation.
The need of this study, and other studies concerned with0

i0sargent shriver, “Mental Retardation*^ Twentieth Century
Challenge" (paper presented at the White House Conference m
Mental Retardation, Washington, D. C«, September 16, 1963).

6

physical education for the mentally retarded, had to be based
on the apparent below-normal physical development of the retarded.
Corder** stated the need for investigation of the values of
physical education!
A review of recent, attempts at isproving the aotor
proficiency of educatle mentally retarded boys through
physical education points up the tremendous need for
more experimental investigations.
evidence was strong that the mentally retarded could benefit
from physical education to the seme degree as normal children.
This pointed to the need of physical education to expand in this
area.

Belnap,*
12 Francis, and rtarlck1^ found that mentally re*

tarded children would profit from the see* type of motor exper
ience es normal children.

However, more petience wee needed

in instruction and in setting the state of learning.

Definition of Terms

experimental Group refers to the seven educable mentally
retarded boys that participated in the physical education program.
They were enrolled in the vocational training program at the

u ow*ns Corder, "effect of Physical Education on the In
tellectual, Physical, and social Development of EMR Boys,"
exceptional Children, (February, 1966), p. 357-363.
12
Gordon Belnap, "A study of Motor Characteristics of the
educable mentally Retarded student," (unpublished plaster's thesis,
Utah State University, 196£), p. 32.
R o b e r t J. Francis and O. Lawrence Karick, "Motor Charac
teristics of the Mentally Retarded," American Journal of Mental
Deficiency, LXII (March, 19$9), p 792-9IT. — *....... ........

7

Opportunity Training Carrier, Grand

Forks, Worth Dakota, and

ranged in age from sixteen to tventy-one.
Control Group refers to seven other educatle mentally re
tarded boys who were enrolled in the vocational training program
at the Opportunity Training Center*
In the physical education program.

They did not take part
Their ages ranged from six

teen to twenty-one.
Physical education program refers to a selected curriculum
designed to iaprave hand end finger strength, agility, and co
ordination.
General Aptitude Test Battery— GATB refers to the test used
to determine the manual and finger dexterity of the mentally
retarded boys in the study.

The GftTP consists of twelve tests

which determine general aptitude.
concerned with dexterity were used.

Only the two parts that were
Each of these two parts

consisted of two separate tests.
Achievement refers to the level of skills attained through
a program of physical education or physical activities.
Retardate refers to a person who is mentally retarded.
.^ducable refers to the ability to acquire and use meaning
ful -asic skills in traditional academic subjects such as read
ing and arithmetic while also maintaining themselves independently
in the community.

(I.Q. range 50-90).

Mental retardation refers to sub-average general intellectual
functioning which originates during the developmental period

8
and la associated with lapaiment in adaptive behavior.
■.structural pro grata refers to a plan to be followed with
specific objectives and goals defined.
Trainable refers to

Rentally

retarded persons whose dis

abilities arc such that they are incapable of meaningful achievetaeni in traditional academic subjects who, nevertheless, are
equable of profiting from programs of training In self-care,
social, and simple job or vocational skills. (I.Q. range 25-5 0 ).
Intelligence quotient (I.Q.) refers to the trainee's mental
ability as measured by the <*exler adult intelligence scale.
PIQ refers to performance intelligence quotient as measured
by the Vcxler adult intelligence scale.

V1Q refers to verbal intelligence quotient as measured
by the tfexler adult intelligence scale.
FoIQ refers to full scale intelligence quotient as measured
by the Wexler adult intelligence scale.
Attendance Rank H-L refers to rank order of attendance of
the experimental group in the physical education program.

The

students were ranked from highest attendance to lowest.
Fine motor abilities means those neuromuscular coordinations
that involve smaller segments of the body or minimum contractions
of widespread musculatures.

Delimitations

This study was limited to the boys at the Opportunity Training

9
Center, Grew! Forks, Worth Dakota.

There were approximately

35 students enrolled from March 15, 1968 to May 2i», 1968.
Fourteen mentally retarded boys participated in the study,
jeven were placed in the control group and seven in the experi
mental group.
The two groups were tested for manual dexterity with the
General Aptitude Teat Fat tery— GATE at the beginning and end of
the experimental period of eigpit weeks.

The ejqperlaentai group

net and participated in activity three tines e week.

Each phy

sical education session lasted one hour and was geared to acti
vities that strengthened and improved hand and upper-arm

move

ments. The control group was not exposed to any formal physical
education program.

Limitations

This study was limited by the facilities available far
the physical education program.

The basement of the opportunity

training center proved to be rather small for many types of
activities.

Weather became a limiting factor in the outdoor

activities.
Absences from the physical education program, due to sick
ness, injury, or employment conflicts, proved to be a very serious
problem.

Attendance varied considerably from one class period

to the next and caused a problem in planning.

10
Review of Related Literature

Many studies have been conducted on various phases of edu
cation for the mentally retarded.

The literature reviewed for

this study was representative of studies which covered a variety
of aspects in ths training of the retarded.

Many projects re

viewed here touched only e snail pert of the problem being stu
died.

However, when analysed in the light of the entire pAfelee,

they contributed valuable insights.

Mental Retardation

Hollis F. Fait

lift

and characteristics.

defined mental retardation as to cause
He attempted to bring to light the need

of physical education in the development of coordination, abil
ity, and balance.

These needs may be aet by a general physical

education curriculum if allowances were aade for emotional in
stability and personality maladjustments.
The organisation of the program should center around student
Interest.

The normal child played spontaneouslyj he experimented,

innovated, and axerted hiaself, but the mentally retarded child
showed little Interest in play.

The method of teaching the

retarded child should include verbal directions, demonstrations,
visual aids, and praise.

Mentally retarded children must be

firmly disciplined, but the discipline must be easily comprehended

% t o l H s F. Fait, Adapted Physical education (Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania* W. B. Saunbers Company, l9&5), p. 2U8-26J.

u
and related to the incident.

Fait also found that a variety of

activities was necessary to maintain interest and develop a wide
range of goals.

The activities used should atteapt to correspond

with the degree of nental retardation.

Although many of the

severely retarded were only able to participate in the siaplest
activities, the less-severely retarded could coapete in organised
teaa games.
Valerie V. Hunt1** defined nental retardation in terns of a
person*s relationship to the otanford-Binet

i .q

. test.

*>he at

te s t e d to underline the basic potentialities of each group,
jhe stressed the general lack of emotional stability aa a uni
versal trait of mental retardation without regard to the degree
of retardation*
According to Hunt, nentally retarded persons tended to have
more physical restrictions than normal persons.

They were gen

erally smaller in stature and had leas vital capacity.

They

generally displayed poor eye-hand coordination and body coordi
nation which was noted in inaccurate and awkward aoveaents.
However, their motor ability was closer to their chronological
aga than thalr intellectual ability was.
Hunt noted that mentally retarded children have a strong
desire to be in social groups.

However, they generally exper

ienced some difficulty in group cooperation.

They attempted

^Valeria V* Hunt, Recreation For The Handicapped
Cliffs, Hew jersey* PrsniTH - ffaT l / T h ^

(Englewood

12
to gain social acceptance by performance in staple notor skills.
The interests of the mentally retarded person oust continually
be restimulated because motivation was superficial and of short
duration.

By continuing stimulation and allowing success in

M a p l e physical feats, most mentally retarded children would
satisfy their basic social needs.
Hunt felt that the physical educator must understand overted
deficiency and its associated problems if he was to be a suc
cessful instructor.

He oust understand that mental retardation

was not a disease but s constellation of symptoms which was
derived from many causes,

^ome were inherent in the individual

and others environmentally induced or determined.

For the most

part, these symptoms were manifested in the pre-school child
by s lag in maturation.

In the school age child the symptoms

were manifested by a learning disability and in the adolescent
by social inadequacy,

in the majority of instances all three

areas of impairment were evident with a corresponding sub-average
intellectual function.
The physical educator must also realise that understanding
is a problem for mental defectives.

They possibly can perform

tut not understand directions or rules.

This would emphasize

the need to establish communication with the retarded if suc
cessful teaching is to be achieved.

Hmny factors influenced the success of mentally retarded

13
persons.

HaurlcH*
1^ found such factors as siso of family, ago

of siblings, aducational level of parents, master of playmates
and coaaunity size ware contributing factors in the level of
skill attained by the Mentally retarded.
Felnap17 found that defects due to intelligence are inevi
table.

However, nany eduoable mentally retarded children tired

quickly, were listless or unenthuslastic because of factors
which were remedial in nature.

This study could possibly have

an influence on physical education curriculum* in reference to
developing physical fitness before attempting to teach a program
based on skills.
Hunt18 had observed that nany defectives often desire com
petition far social approbation.

Generally they did not respond

well to St aid in some cases became disinterested if they lost.

Physical Performance

Literature on mantel retardation tended to emphasise the
feet that mentally retarded children were behind normal children
in physical performance as well as mental ability.

Francis and

D e r i c k , The Factor structure of Kotor Abilities of sducable Mentally H e l a r » l e f r p. It....................
i7Belnap, A study of Kotor characteristics of the Educable
mentally Retar<^^lucfea¥,T p71&.~T'
1®Hunt, Recreation For The Handicapped, p. 23&-250.

Ik
to
Rarlck

7 found that mentally retarded children were markedly in

ferior to normal children in all motor performance teats and tint,
with advancing age, the deviations fro* the normal tended to be
even greater.

Ferguson

20

founds

"In aost cases the students

scored below the fiftieth percentile of the available national
nones," when he atteapted to ovaluata the mechanical ability of
mental defectives in an industrial-agricultural workshop.
Manual dexterity was an area in which mentally retarded
individuals fell far behind normal children of the same age.
Cantor and Stacey

21

found that the critical ratio was highly

significant in favor of the normal group when compared to the
mental defectives.

They found no significant difference between

the ege groups of the study.

The study further revealed a high

correlation between I.Q. and perforaancc and found that even
the highest I.Q. defectives were significantly lower than the
normals.

In summarising the study, Cantor and Stacey felt that

many mental defectives could capably perform various staple
manual tasks found in industry if it ware assumed that man
ual dexterity test# simulated at laast soma such tasks.1
2
*
9
19
Francis and Rarlck, "Motor Characteristics of the Mentally
Retarded," p. 792-dll.
1
jo
Robert 0. Ferguson, "Evaluation Vocational Aptitudes
and Characteristics of Mentally Retarded Young Adults in an
Industrial-Agricultural workshop," American Journal of Mental
Deficiency, LXII (March, 1958), p* 787-^7917

21

0. K, Cantor and C. Stacey, "Manipulative Dexterity in
Mental Defectives," American Journal of Rental Deficiency, LVX
(October, 1951), p. T O T O --------- ~ -----------------*

is

Thay also concluded that, there was a direct relationship between
intelligence and manual dexterity.
Holman

72

cotnparcd a group of normal children with a group

of nentally deficient children for a period of four weeks.

He

found very little relationship between mental ability and per
formance.

The mentally deficient children started out consid

erably lower on the dexterity test but their weekly progress
allowed them to equal the performance of the normal children
at the close of the four-week period.

Holman concluded)!

We may perhaps generalise that on the first day
of performing a kinesthetic test there will be a
marked positive association between that ability
and intelligence} but the association will be smaller
on all subsequent occasions until at the end of a
few practice periods the two abilities will be com
pletely independent.
The practical value of the results of Holman** study was
still tentative.

Confirmation of the results were needed in

actual industrial conditions.

However, they at least suggested

applications of some importance to those concerned with the
tmining and employment of defectives.
Tisard and 0*Co m e r

23

found that special abilities could

be a great influence on a retarded person** success in industry.*
3
2
72
?. Holman, "The Relation Between General Mental Develop
ment and Manual Dexterity,** British Journal of Psychology,
XXIII (1932), p. 279-283.
--------------------- --23
J. 7 isard and ?!. 0 ‘Conner, "The Employability of High"
Grade Mental Defectives,” American Journal of Mental Deficiency,
LIV (1950), p. 563-576.
— ---------------------------------

16
Manual dexterity could thus make mentally retarded persona em
ployable.
Vernon^ after extensive research into the structure of
practical abilities carried out in .he services, found*
There is no evidence that any person is untrainable
In any practical Jot through lack of aptitude, provided
that he has sufficient persistence and interest, and
is not suffering from nervous or muscular disease.
Vernon*s study indicated that, if external variables could toe
controlled to a certain extent, the mentaliy retarded would
25

greatly improve their employability.

Trcdgoid

supported

Vernon*s findings in his statement*
In persons suffering from even the mildest
degree of amentia, coordination is often acquired
with difficulty, and remains imperfect* and although
many mental defectives may learn to use their hands
with a considerable amount of dexterity, the balance
and movement of the body often continue to toe clumsy
and ungainly.
Would this m m physical education curriculum? should toe struc
tured to include emphasis on total fitness of the mentally re
tarded since a number of variables may have influence on their
success in an industrial situation?
Holstoe

found that the industrial situation provides*

I* Vernon, "The structure of tract leal Abilities,"
occupational Psychology, XXX11I (19U9), 81-96.
pc

-tredgold, A Textbook of Mental ueficiency, p. 113.

^Oliver f». Xolstoe, "An Examination of some characteristics
Which Discriminate Between Employed and Non-Employed Mentally
Retarded Hales," American Journal of Mental Deficiency, LXVI
(November, i p b l j / W - O T T — --- ---------------

17

a learning experience in itself.

Mentally retarded people, who

stayed at an industrial Job, proved consistently superior to
unemployed mentally retarded people In such tasks as assembling,
sorting, manipulation, packaging, and use of hand tools.

This

study indicated that mentally retarded people nay tend to show
adequate lemming ability in manual tasks to warrant employing
them.

The success of the person depended on the guidance and

help he received in the early stages of employment.

Results

of this study aay tend to influence physical educators to attempt
to develop repetitious skills in teaching of manual dexterity.

Physical Training

The training of menially retarded people for employment
has become an economic problem as well ss a moral one.

There

ware (in 1963) approximately 5,000,000 mentally retarded people
in this country of which possibly three million were employable.
27
Stanford
stated in his address to the White House Conference
on Mental Retardation*
we know of the 1,578 retarded persons in the United
States in 1958 who completed training under the voca
tional rehabilitation program. Before rehabilitation,
their total annual earnings vert $70,000. This asans
that each of these people were averaging $3b*36 a y e a r just enough to feed, clothe, and house them for one
week a year. We know that tht other fifty-one weeks2
7

27Terry Stanford, «A j»tats program on Mental Retardation"
(Paper presented at the White House Conference on Mental Retar
dation, Washington, 0. C., September Id, 1963), p. 33*

la

of the year they had to bo supported by their families,
their churches, and the taxpayers. After these 1,576
persons had coapleted the vocational rehabilitation
program, their earnings Jumped to $2.5 Billion, or $1,584
per person per year.
The cost of maintenance for institutiwialised mentally
retarded persons

m m very h i # .

In most cases these people

could have been given e very good vocational training for that
sane amount of aoney.

This cost factor would certainly warrant

training of these people.

If physical education could be *

contributing factor in helping the mentally retarded, perhaps
spending time and aoney training physical educators in this
fitld could be Justified.
Lloyd N. Dunn

2d

emphasised the point of classification of

mentally retarded students into educable

mad trainable groups.

Ha pointed out that the educable mentally retarded student had
more brain function which allowed more mental stimulation.

He

stated that the l.Q. could vary as much as 15 points because
of the interaction of the training

mad experiences of the chil

dren, their changes in personality and interests, and the type
of education to which the student was exposed.

Dunn felt the

curriculum should include a stress in these areas.

Yerkt

loyd M. Dunn, Exceptional Children in the schools (Pew
Holt, Rhimhsrd and bins*on, inc.,
5>l7d.
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Physical Development

Rothsteln
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estimated that as

many as 70 per cent of the

educatle mentally retarded are sub-normal to bodily development.
Minor ailaents were more common in the educable aentally retarded.
Ill health, lack of strength, malnutrition, septic conditions
of oaro, nose, and throat, epilepsy and after-effects of the
notifiable diseases often caused lack of progress in physi vil
education,
acquired.

soae of these defects are inherited and some -urn
Many of these conditions art remedial and treatment

of then could improve the student's progress in physical edu
cation.
30
Blatt

coopered 75 special class pupils in regular ele

mentary classes.

The groups were equated on age, sex, and l.Q.

The total of 125 children case from 19 different schools and

US classrooms.

He found that the heights and weights of the

two groups did not differ significantly.

Twenty-five per cent

of the special-class children were coopered to ten per cent of
the children in regular classes and were found to be more than
ten per cent underweight.

The special class children had sig

nificantly acre uncorrected or permanent physical defects.

^Jerome H. Rothstein, The physical characteristics of the
Rentally Retarded (Rev York* Holt, kntnehariand Winston, 1955),
p. Ui*-l27.
3°Burton Blatt, >*The Physical and Academic status of Children
Who Are Kent ally Retarded and Attending Regular Classes* (unpub
lished Doctor dissertation, Pennsylvania state University, 1956),
P» 32.
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Classification and

Gohsen

31

Grouping

found that mentally retarded toys thrived on com

petition ami that competition provided motivation.

He also felt

that careful explanation of the activities was important so that
the boys mould not become frightened and balk.

Qoheen stated

that the best results could be obtained if they were groupec
according to chronological age.
Jiotlck and That#
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conducted a study on physical education

for the edmcable mentally retarded and found that activities
should correlate closer to the chronological age than the mental
age if enthusiasm was to be maintained.

They found that enthu

siasm varied with the activity and that repetition of a parti
cular activity tended to adversely affect student reaction.
Responses and enthusiasm varied with the sex of the student.
The girls seemed to show greater enthusiasm for rhythms while
the boye showed greater enthusiasts for fundamental skills such
as throwing, catching, end jumping.

Both sexes seemed to show

the greatest improvement, in the area ef swimming.
Perhaps there was no area of the school curriculum that

^Royal L. Qoheen, "The Development and Evaluation of Three
Types of Physical Education programs for Educable dentally Re
tarded Boys* (unpublished Doctoral dissertation, Boston Univer
sity, 1967), p. 190.
^Andrew shotick and Charles Thate, "Reactions of a Group
of Educable dentally Handicapped Children to a Program of Phy
sical Education," Exceptional Children, XXVI (J nuary, I960),
2U8-250.
---------------
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had greater potential for Meeting both the iaaediate and long
range needs of children then physical education.

Yet, here was

an aspect of the child's school U f a that was often given the
least importance.
Psychologists have felt that physical activity vas one of
the strongest urges in children and was exceeded only by the
need for food and rest.

There was little to sake one belie*»e

that this drive was less strong in the mentally retarded,

in

feet, clinical experiences suggested that it nay be even stronger
in these children.

Physical Education

Rarick33 found that while most educatle retarded children
were retarded in aotor development, there vas less reason for
then to be disadvantaged hare then in most other aspects of
development.

Those who have had experience in working with these

children have recognised that remarkable gains can be achieved
in their level of aotor performance under proper instructional
conditions.
||
Beck

stated that the value of physical education for

^Rarick, The Factor structure of Motor Abilities of Educatle
Mentally Retarded Children, p',T~5.' '
..
^*Harry S. Beck, "present status of hyaical Education
In special Classes for the Educable Mentally Retarded,"
American Journal of Mental Deficiency, LVII (July, 1953),
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edueablc mentally retarded children has probably never been
seriously questioned.

He found considerable agreement among

educators regarding the objectives of such e progrea.

In this

sane study he also found little agreement on the aeans of m e t *
ing these objectives,

Jenny

35

stated that*

It is in the physical self that the retarded child
is nost like the so-called normal child. All retarded
children have in sane proportion and degree, all the
innate physical characteristics (aptitudes and capabil
ities) of the normal child.
Eunice Kennedy ^briver^6 presented a paper to the Joseph
P. Kennedy Jr. Foundation and stated that*
The mentally retarded, It has been show, cam be
come brighter, more socially acceptable, acre inclined
to attempt new tasks through special progress of phy
sical activity designed for then.
Durbin^ stated that*
Physical education and ausic aaea closest and,
interesting enough, probably most essential in the
lives of children who are mentally retarded, and who
sees so often to have conceal taunt physical disabil
ities of varying degrees. It is around physical edu
cation and ausic that learning in social competency
cam most, easily be integrated with these children.

3>John H. Jenny, An Introduction to Recreation education
(Philadelphia, f emsylvaniai T O f 7 ‘oliihdiS»
p. 175.
•^Eunice Kennedy shriver, "The Mentally Retarded Play to
Learn," (paper presented at the Joseph p. Kennedy Jr. Foundation,
Syaposlua on Mental Retardation! Boston, Massachusetts, May,
1 96k), p. U
* H . n, Durbin, "Some Observations cm the place of physical
Education and a Health Prograa in Building a Program for the
Mentally Retarded Child," American Journal of Mental Deficiency,
U X (July, l&k), 6 - 1 2 . ------------------------------------
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The physical education curriculum could enswer loth of these
areas by a well-planned rhythm section in the curriculum.
Auxtcr

38

felt that the poor physical fitness In the menially

retarded any be a justification for physical education to become
Involved in the field of senta1 retardation*
It to now recognised that the mentally retarded
as a whole do not perform as proficiently as typical
children on physical fitness and actor fitness measures.
However, there is lnpressive evidence that with con
scientious progress of physical education the mentally
retarded can improve an measures of rath physical and
motor fitness. This points to the Obvious need for
greater involvement by the physical education profession
in the field of nontax regardation. Fulfilling the
responsibility of providing programs that will make
optional contributions to the mentally retarded will
depend largely on the (levelopaent and esquaision of
teacher training facilities for ptyaioal education
personnel•
Oliver

39

reported the strength, skill ability, and physical

achievement of the mentally retarded were significantly improved
by physical activity.
should be placed

Oliver concluded that greater emphasis

on physical education of suhnoraal children,

acre tiae should be devoted to physical activities, and greater
demands should be made on each of these children.

3®&avld Auxter, "Training Undergraduate Physical Education
Majors to Work with the Mentally Retarded," journal of Health,
Physical Education and Recreation, XXXIX (April,' "I'^J f,rS1V"
•^J. H. Oliver, "The Effect of physical Conditioning Ex
ercises and Activities on the Mental Characteristics of Educa
tionally oub-Noreal Boys," British Journal of Educational
psychology, XXIX (June, 1£>?J, lJSf

bO

Fair and Kupferer

expanded the place of physical education

In education of the Mentally retarded.

They stated that physi

cal education should cultivate inherent potentials to correct
anti-social tendencies and instill soae knowledge and capabilities.
hr
seashore
reported, after his study, on the relationships
of fine and gross motor abilities!
The inter-relationship of fine and gross notor
abilities is an important one. There are only a few
activities in which we can say that no, or almost no,
fine not or adjustments are involved. Nearly all the
activities common ly called large-muscle activities
involve fine coordination also, it does not follow
that high ability in fine motor coordination must be
positively correlated with hi$f» quality of gross a ©tor
coordination.

Relationship of Intelligence end jfctor Ability

studies in intelligence and mechanical ability have shorn
a direct relationship.

Attenbourgh and Farter**2 used Spearman* a

tetrad differences technique and found inter-correlations of
about o.6$ between manual dexterity tests and a battery of in
telligence tests applied to sub-noraal and adolescent boys.
ho
H. F. Fait and H« J. Kupferer, "Study of Two Kotor Achieveaent Tests and Its Implications in i lanning Physical education
Activities for the Mentally Retarded,* American Journal of
Rental Deficiency, LX (April, 1956), ?2$~YJUFT

a.

u h.
Seashore, *Some Relationships of Fine and Gross
Kotor Abilities,* Research Quarterly. XIII (October, 19U2),

259-271*.
1*2
J. Attenbourgh Mid M. Farfcer, *The Relation Between in
telligence, Mechanical Ability, and Manual Dexterity In Special
school Children,* British Journal of Educational psychology,
III-IV (1933-31*), O T T O : -------- --------------------
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This mis considerably higher than correlations reported by other
researchers between staple manual operations and intelligence
test scores*

It probably indicated that intelligence becomes

of more decisive importance in setting U nits on the ability
of subnormal workers.

Attenbourgh and Farber thus concluded*

"The results show a definite positive correlation between scores
in intelligence and scores in manual dexterity tests.tt
Sloan**-* conducted a study on motor proficiency end intelli
gence and found that motor proficiency was directly related to
intelligence,

Sloan concluded*

Kotor proficiency is not s distinct aspect of
functioning which can fee isolated frost general be
havior, but is, rather, mo t h e r aspect of the total
functioning of the organism.
The relationship of intelligence to enter performance was
y.
ix
hA
also stated by Ingram,
Sherman,
and Kulsinskl.
Kulsinskl
reviewed a number of studies in this ares and found that there
wore varying degrees of correlation between intelligence end
motor ability*

The relationship between achievement in physical

W i l l i a m Sloan, "Motor proficiency and Intelligence,*
r-.teerlcan Journal of Rental Deficiency, LVI (January, 1951),
39h-ko6......."""'
C h r i s t i n e p* Ingram, Education of the Slow-beaming Child
(Haw York* Ronald Press, i.966 ), o* 7”>-c5$..' ”
' .
"
^•;andel Sherman, Intelligence a d Its Deviations (Hew York*
Konaid Press, 191*5), P-.YWflST. ... '
'.... 1..... ""
&• Kulsinskl, “The Relation of Intelligence to the
Learning of Fundamental Muscular Skills,” Research Quarterly,
XVI (December, 19i*5), 266-276.
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education skills and intelligence v w low.

However, the result*

of this study showed positive correlations.

•■flWhwry of I(elateu Literature

proa the review of literature there was considerable evi
dence that Mittal defectives were sub-normal in motor performance
and that physical education might develop skills in this area.
Studies examined for this research also indicated that
mentally retarded pupil* should he grouped according to chrono
logical age.

Activities should be geared to the Rental age of

tho students whomever possible and physical and emotional defects
should be considered very heavily.
Studies indicated a direct relationship of intelligence
to motor ability and, store specifically, to manual dexterity.
Progress with improvement of motor ability in mental defectives
has been quite notable.

CHAPTER II
METHODOLOGY

PROCEDURE AND ADMINISTRATION

Preliminary Filming and Group selection

The data used In this study was obtained frora the students
enrolled In vocational training at the Opportunity Training
Center at Grand Forks, North Dakota, frora March 15, 1968 to
May 21*, 1968.

One week was allowed for Easter vacation so there

were no classes held during that tiae*
Two groups of sale students attending the Opportunity Train*
ing Center were used.

The experimental group was exposed to a

physical education program while the control group was students
enrolled only in the vocational training program.

Each group

was tested at the beginning of the study and retested at the
conclusion.

From the test results an attempt was made to de

termine the effects of the physical education program on the
experimental group as compared to the control group.
Experimental Group*

The group designated as experimental

included seven aale students, ages sixteen through twenty-one
with an I.Q. range of 56 to 78*

The participants in this group

were actively engaged in a structured physical education program
27
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geared to development of fine hand movements.

This group was

involved in their regular training program at the Opportunity
Training Center.
Control Group!

The group designated as control included

seven sale students at the Opportunity Training Center whose
ages ranged from Id to 21 with a range of I.Q. of 5 9 to 78.
This group did not take part in the physical education program
tut continued In their regular vocational training at the Oppor
tunity Training Center.
The subjects in this study were assigned to their correspond
ing groups because of their enrollment and termination dates.
The group of students that did not have a conflict of employ
ment at the tiaa that the physical education progran was sched
uled were included in the experimental group.

Those students

unable to attend the physical education class were designated the
control group.

Both groups were employed during the experimental

period as a part of their regular vocational training, but the
experimental group did not have a serious problem in attending
the scheduled physical education program.

This type of group

ing was necessary since the researcher had to be assured that
the experimental group would be available at the appropriate
time.

The data for these groups is included in tables 2 and 3.
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TAFLE 2
^ascription of Groups
Experimental Group

The table below presents data concerning individuals in
the experimental group.

student Age

PIQ

VIQ

FSIQ

Attendance Improvement Physical
Hank H - L Hank on 0ATB Itefects

Yrs/H

9

10

11

12

A

i9— a

82

86

83

1

3

5

6

B

18— 3

69

72

68

2

4

3

4

5 Arrested
hydrocephalic
Cerebral
Palsy
6

C

19— 8

68

64

63

3

5

2

3

4 .speech

0

21— 4

68

70

67

4

1

1

5

1

E

18— 3

67

68

68

S

2

4

1

2 Hyperactive

r

17— 4

48

52

47

6

6

6

7

3 speech
Impairment

G

16-11

89

86

36

7

7

7

2

7 Hypochondriac

leproveaant
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TABLE 3

Description of Groups

Control Group

The table lalow presents data concerning individuals in
the control groqp.

student

Age

PIQ

VIQ

FSIQ

YJrs/Fi

Attendance
Hank H - L

improvement
Rank on GATB
9

10

11

Physical
Defects

12

A

20— 5

59

57

56

B

19— 7

68

66

69

Encephalitis

C

21— 7

77

73

76

Speech
Impairment

D

33— 2

do

7h

76

E

20— U

62

6h

59

F

20-11

66

67

65

Q

19-U

7U

Ih

78

Cerebral
Palsy
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Physical education program
The physical education program established far this study
was geared to the development of hand and asw improvement.
Approximately eighty per cent of the tlae was spent on activities
that directly Involved a m and hand development.

Twenty per

cent was directed at gross muscle development.
The p r a g m a was conducted ever a period of nine weeks,
(one week for Easter vacation) or 2i* class periods, three ©nehour sessions per week.

The classes net at b«00 p.a. Monday,

Tuesday, and Wednesday.

Roll was taken mid the students ware

then given a 1$ minute exercise parted.
The physical education class mat in the basement of the
Opportunity Training Center and on the playground of Belmont
school, which wes two blocks from the Center,

The program hid

to be adjusted to the facilities because of limited space.
Physical education students from the University of Perth
Dakota volunteered to help with the administration of the pro
gram.

This allowed for individualised instruction in most

activities.

The description of the exercises which were used

nay be found in Appendix A.
Once the exercise program was completed the students took
part in

k5 minutes of physical education activities geared to

finger and hand developaent.

These activities were conducted

in the basement of the Opportunity Training Center until weather
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allowed activity on the playground of Belmont school*

The students

rotated to new activities and new group leaders about every ten
ainutes.

The students would run the two blocks to the playground

when outdoor activities were feasible.
Physical education activities were chosen for their develop*
sent, of hind, arm, and shoulder development.

Approximately four

activities were used per session with each student being allowed
to participate in each activity aach day.

The activities that

were suitable for Indoor participation were used until the weather
permitted outdoor activities.
weather permitted,

a

Outdoor activities were used when

description of various activities in which

the students participated may be found in Appendix 1*

Procedure

The General Aptitude Test Battery, parts 9*10*11*12, was
administered to the two groups.

The experimental group was

tested on the first and last day of the physical education pro*
gran.

The control group was tested the second day of the program

and retested the day after the conclusion of the program.
GATT reliability studies have been conducted on samples
of deployment Service applicants, high school and college stu
dents, and employed workers.
standard conditions.

The tests were administered under

The Interval between testing and retesting

ranged from one week to one year in these studies.
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Reliability studies conducted with the GATE have bean di
rected at two types of reliability!

stability and equivalence,

stability was basically the test, retest sethod, while equiva
lence was a correlation coefficient between scores on different
fares of the sane test, administered at essentially the same
tine.
The reliability results showed that aptitudes of the GAT?
were measured reliably in the type of situation in which the
battesy was commonly used.

In these situations the rellai ility

coefficient fear most aptitudes was in the range of .30 to .90.
However, the reliabilities of the dexterity portion were generally
lower than the other aptitudes.

The practice effect tends to

show greater influence in the finger and manual dexterity than
in the other aptitudes.
GATE validity was evaluated by studies on the samples in
terns of predictive or concurrent validity.

The concurrent

method was evaluated by showing how well test scores corresponded
to performance or status.

Predictive validity was evaluated

by determining how well predictions made are confirmed by evi
dence gathered.
Validity studies on the GATB showed that each sample tasted
varied in standard deviation from about .JQ to .90 and ail sub
sequent evidence proved the validity of each group to be relatively
stable.

The validity of norms for various specific occupations

seeaad to lend evidence to the fact that mentally retarded people

3k
would qualify in baaic aptitude in many areas.
The objectivity of the OATS1 can be insured due to the re
lative ease of administration and lack of interpretive results.
The administrator needed only to read a clock and count progress.
There was rooa for flexibility in this area if an administrator
was called upon to decide the disposition of a try as the time
expired or to declare acceptance of a muffed try.

The tester

oust insure objectivity by closely following the directions in
the testing manual.
Other factors in addition to validity, reliability, and
objectivity which made the GftTB test a good selection included
siaplicity and short time needed for administration,

it was

feasible in this research because of its easy access, siaplicity
in design, and relatively short test time.
The accuracy of the test was quite easy to insure since a
completed try counted and an incomplete try was relatively sim
ple to determine.

The test manual included a step-by-step ex

planation of test procedures to insure that the examiner would
be able to determine the acceptability of a try.
The materials necessary to collect the data consisted of
one group score sheet and pencils.

One score sheet was used

for the experimental group and one used for the control group.
Hew sheets were used in the retest situation.

All test material

was filed at the experimenter*a home to eliminate problems of
accessabillty.

3$
In conclusion, the simplicity of administration, case of
scoring, and established national n o r m were distinct advantages
of this test.

All the criteria listed made this test suitable

to the purpose of this study.

Description of Tests

The General Aptitude Test Battery, GATE, was constructed
by the United states Department of Labor to measure the various
abilities that seemed to relate to success in different occu
pations.

It was coapoeed of twelve tests selected froa a list

of 100 tests that had been used by the Department of Labor to
test specific job skills.

The final fores of each test were

selected because they met the criteria established for discri
minating value and difficulty level.
The GATE was constructed and distributed by the Department
of Labor.

It was considered a closed test and thus was not on

sale to individuals.

It was used only by the agencies of the

United states Government and could be obtained on loan froa these
agencies,

other tests of this type cost approximately $130.00.

The GATE came complete with two manuals to aid in admin
istration of the tests.

One manual listed test scores relative

to validity, objectivity, and reliability while the other manual
gave specific Instruction for administering the test.
The portion of the GATB found suitable for this particular
research was concerned with tests for finger dexterity.

Finger
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dexterity m s tested by an assembly and disassembly task of
putting washers on rivets and than placing then in correspond
ing holes on a board.

Use examinee could m e two hands.

One

picked up the washer and the other manipulated the rivet,

bach

separate portion of the GATB was proceeded with a timed trial.

Test Administration

The testing board for teats eleven and twelve was ten inches
by twelve inches by one inch.

It had a six inch pole in the top

center portion of the board to hold the washers.
areas containing fifty holes each.

There were two

The rivets were placed on

one side (depending on handiness) and were to be transferred
to the other side of the board.
Test eleven of the finger dexterity portion of the GATB
had a time limit of ninety seconds.

This test required the

assembling of rivets and washers to constitute a successful
try.

Jiivets had to be picked up, a washer placed on the rivet,

send the combination of rivet and washer had to be moved to the
opposite side of the board in the corresponding hole.
Test twelve of the finger dexterity portion of the test
is a sixty second test that required the disassembling of the
rivets and washers.

The examinee had to replace the washers

on the pole and move the rivets back to their original position
on the board.

The rivet was lifted with one hand while the

other hand slid the washer to the edge of the board and then
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each component was replaced in its appropriate place.
The manual dexterity portion of the test was adapted from
the Minnesota pegjboard test.

It was based on the principle of

movement of one-half inch pegs to three-fourth inch holes.
The first portion of the test was v 1manual and required
that tha examinee move two pegs, one in each hand, from the
top of the board to the corresponding holes on the lower portion
of the board.

There were fifty pegs inserted in holes in the

top portion of the board and fifty empty holes in the bottom
portion.

This portion of the test was completed three times with

fifteen seconds allowed per try.
then recorded.

The number of moved pegs was

The bimanual manual dexterity test m s designated

as test nine in the (3ATB test.
The second portion of the manual dexterity test is a turn
ing test.

This part of the test was designated as test tea.

It required that the examinee turn as many pegs as possible and
replace them in the same hole.

The examinee had thirty seconds

to complete each of the three tries in this portion of the manual
dexterity test.

He could use his dominant hand since it was a

one-handed test.

The
witch.

stop watch used was an Opollo,

seven-Jeweled,

reset-type

It was manufactured by the southern precision Instrument

Corporation.

It measured time to one-twentieth of a second.

The examiner read the watch and stopped progress at the end of
the time limit.

The examinee was not allowed to complete a try
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mbs

in progress when time expired.

The units of measurement were in numbers of trys completed.
These numbers were then coopered with the results obtained in
a retest at the end of a physical education program.

The rela

tionship of these scores helped the writer make inferences
about his particular population in reference to this specific
controlled situation.

Statistical Procedure

The data for this study was obtained from a test-retest
situation.

Comparisons were oade within groups and between

groups on the various test items.

To analyze the differences

between the initial test, retest within each group, and between
groups the null hypothesis was assuaed.

This hypothesis asserted

that the results of the test for the experimental group were
the same as those for the control group as measured by the Gen
eral Aptitude Test Battery.
The Mann-vhitney U Test was used to determine significance
because of the size of the saople, use of ordinal measurement,
type of grouping, and the test-retest method of gathering data.
This test of significance is a powerful nonparmmetric test and
is a most useful alternative to the parametric "t» test when
the researcher wishes to avoid the *t" tests assumptions.

The

number of subjects in this study would not allow the assumption
of hoaogenity of variance or normality of distribution.

If

the Kann-¥hitney U Test is applied to data which wight properly
be analysed by the most powerful parametric teat, the "t» test,
its power-efficiency approaches 3/W • 95.5 per cent as U increase*

r.

and is close to 95 par cent even for moderate-*iced samples.

h7

In applying tha U test, the observations or scoras from
Voth groups ware combined and ranked in order of Increasing
sise.

In this ranking, algebraic size was considered) the low

est ranks were assigned to the largest negative numbers, if any.
khan tied scores occured, the researcher gave each of the tied
observation the average of the ranks they would have had if no
ties had occured.
Focus was then placed on one of the groups, the group with
cases.

The value of U was given by the masher of times that

a score in the group with
group with

cases prcceeded a score in the

cases in the ranking.

The sampling distribution of U under the null hypothesis
was known.

With this knowledge a determination of the proba

bility associated with the occurrence under the null hypothesis
of any

u

as extreme as the observed value of U was passit ie.

Since neither

nor

was larger than eight, Table J

ltd

of the (Weigel) appendix was used to determine the exact

^^idney Siegel, Konparaeietric statistics For The Behavioral
sciences (Hew York, tte w '
V o W r ’H ^ ^
1 ^ '), p." 371'
...
^Ibid, p. 271.
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probability associated with the occurrence under the null hy
pothesis of any U as an observed value of U.

The probability

m s shown to be .0 13 .
For this study it waa decided to retain the null hypothesis
at the .05 level of significance for the within group comparisons,
'■/hen cowparing groups on the one-tailed test of significance
the null hypothesis was retained at the

,05 level

of significance.

Higher significance levels, if found, were reported for all
tests.

CHAPTER H I

Analysis of the Data

The purpose of the testing in this study was to determine
whether or not any significant, changes resulted in manual and
finger dexterity between the experimental and control groi$».
The basis for comparisons was the results of the General Apti
tude Test Battery in a test-retest situation.
used in the initial study.

Eight boys were

However, one toy from each of the

groups was unavailable for retesting and statistics were conpared on the retraining seven boys.
For the purpose of analysis of the data collected in this
study, the researcher totaled the ordinal scores in the separata
areas of dexterity and reported the results on a group and in
dividual scale.

The Harm Whitney U one-tailed, non-paranetric

test of significance was used.
The region of rejection on the Mann-Whitney U stated that
all values of

u

which were so snail that tha probability asso

ciated with their occurrence under the null hypothesis was equal
to or less than .0$.

Thus, a value of U of eleven or less wss

necessary to reject the null hypothesis.

A U score of six or

less was necessary for the .01 level of significance.
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Results of significance on breteat, Post-test
Qf Between Grcuy toaparisons on QATP Teat Sine

The between

group comparisons of the GATE > imanual test

nine showed a l) score of three on the Mann-Whitney U test of
significance.

A U score of three was interpreted as being sig

nificant at the .05 level of significance.

Thus, the null hypo

thesis (that the iaproveaent of students subjected to an exoeriaental prograa in physical education was the sane as that for
the control group, as measured by the biannual, test nine of
the QATB) wss rejected.

Calculations of the u score follows

Calculation of 11 score
for OftTP Tast Hina

... "S .... .

♦7

..A...
.2

♦i*
♦6

-a

-3

H

♦2
♦2

-3
♦2

♦18

-5 -3 *3 -2 -2 jt *2 *2 +2 ♦!* ♦!» -*6 *7 *18 ]
CC B C C C C E C K E E E t
I
U. o o - i o o o - a - - - - U • 3
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Results of Significance on pretest, post-test
Of Between Group Comparisons on GATE Teat Tjm
The between group comparisons of the OATS turning test ten
showed a U score of twelve cm the Kann-Whitney U test of signi
ficance.

A U score of twelve was interpreted as not. being sig

nificant at the .95 level of significance.

Thus, the null hypo

thesis (that the Inprovonent of students subjected to an experi
mental progress in physical education Is the same as that for
the control group as measured by the turning test ten of the
GATE) was retained.

Calculations of the U score follovst

Calculation of u ccors
for GATP Test Ten

♦Id
♦l
♦ll
-1
♦1
+6
*k

-3 -i ♦! ♦! ♦& ♦!*
u-J

E
0

♦a
♦n
♦5
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E
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tesults of significance on Pretaat, post-test
of Pttwtn r?roup "ontparisons on GAT? Test Eleven
The between group comparisons of the GATE finger dexterity
test eleven showed a U score of fourteen and was interpreted
as not being significant at the .05 level of significance.
Thus, the null hypothesis (that the improvement of students sub
jected to an experiaental program in physical education is the
same as that for the control group as measured by the asseatling
finger dexterity test eleven of the QATF) was retained.

Cal

culations of the U score follows

Calculation of U ocore
for OATS Test Eleven

Control
♦i
♦5
♦1
-1

*

l

i
*2

-1
♦U
♦1
-3

♦1

t

-3 -1 -1 -1
]

Experiaental
♦7

0 $ +1 *i +1 +1 * 2
♦?
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J* 0 5 0 0 0 0
0
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Results of Significance on Pretest, post-teat
of Between Group Comparisons on GATB Test Twelve

The between group comparison of the <SATB finger dexterity
test tvelve showed a U score of four on the Mann-Whitney U test
of significance.

A U score of four was interpreted as being

significant at the

level of significance.

Thus, the null

hypothesis (that the improvement of students subjected to an
experimental program in physical education is the saae as that
for the control group as measured by the disasseably finger
dexterity test twelve of the GATB) was rejected.

Calculation

of the u score foliowst

Calculation of U ^core
for GftTB Test Twelve

Experimental

Control
-1

*1 -2 -i

♦6
-6
*1

*2
0
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CHAPTER XV

Discussion

The author found, while working on this study, that many
uncontrollable factors influenced administration of a physical
education program for mentally retarded toys.

Coordination

of the physical education program into the existing program
at the Opportunity Training Center proved to be very difficult
to accomplish,

difficulties were encountered in establishing

a suitable time when all students would be available.

The boys

involved in the program were esqiloyed in a variety of occupations
that required their presence at various times of the day.

This

situation caused a problem of attendance which made it difficult
to conduct a full scale program every day of the week.
Physical disabilities played an important role in the stu
dents* improvement,

ouch problems as cerebral palsy, muscular

dystrophy, partially amputated fingers, obesity, sight, hearing
and speech difficulties made it difficult for the students to
reach a high level of skill in some areas.

It appeared that

activities which required a series of movements in which sub
sequent movements were built upon previous movements dismissed
the chances of success and caused unaesirable frustrations in

U7

the students*
The attitude and enthusiasm of the students varied greatly
from one class period to the next.

Home problems, occupational

problems, fatigue, illness, or personal recreation aims tended
to influence the willingness on the part of the student*

A

feeling of need and competition established by the experimenter
and his assistants helped the attitudes of the students.
The physical education program was geared to the develop
ment of manual dexterity.

This situation narrowed the scope

of the program offered end limited the type of developmental
activities which could be used.

At the same tine, the facil

ities available for the physical education class made this limited
program very feasible.
The manual dexterity of the students tested was below the
level of normal boys of the some age group.

Yet many of the

students were able to show great skill in manual dexterity tasks,
borne have succeeded quite well in such activities as ceramics.
This tended to show that the skill was not as poor as the speed
level would indicate.

Physical education programs meant to

develop particular skills should perhaps be geared to skill and
speed improvement rather than speed alone.
when comparing results attained ty the experimental group
on the GATE! test, the researcher felt that this specialized
program positively affected the manual dexterity of the boys
at the Center.

This suggested that a physical education program

sight include the teaching of fine hand movements as a part
of a complete program.
Endurance, strength and coordination seemed to be areas
where these toys were very weak.

This could be due to the fact

that many of them had not been exposed to a physical education
program at any tine during their training.

These three areas

would have a very strong effect on any possible occupation the
student might pursue.

*

Personalities of the individual students seemed to play an
important role in the attitudes they had toward physical edu
cation.
petition.

The aggressive and extroverted students enjoyed com
The less aggressive and introverted students were

more inclined to enjoy activities such as catching and throwing
that did not require competition.

Non-challenging activities

seemed to bore the extroverted students.
wOsae students exhibited leadership abilities and greatly
influenced the attitudes of the entire group.

The researcher

was able to channel these abilities to advantage in most cases.
The success of a particular activity depended greatly on the
ability of the researcher to convince the leader of the impor
tance of the activity.
Firm control was established at the beginning of the program.
The writer had several university student assistants who helped
maintain this control.

Their aid was invaluable in regard to

the maintainance of good discipline.

U9
Most of the students had never been exposed to • pro gran of
physical education.

Therefore, the students wore not fastiliar

with cotaaon procedures found in physical education classes.
However, after a short period of tine, it seened they adjusted
rather well.
scheduling
program.

m s

an iaportant factor in the success of the

The researcher found that there were many conflicts

that could have been avoided if the progress had been conducted
during the a o m i n g or early afternoon.
Attendance in the program fluctuated considerably and did
not seen to alter the results that any particular student achieved.
Thie would suggest that the students aey have reached a plateau
of development after a particular nunter of class periods.

CHAPTER V

SUMMARY, CONCLUSION^, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Summary

The purpose of this study mbs to determine the effects
of a physical education program on the manual dexterity of men*
tally retarded boys.

The students were enrolled in the voca

tional training course at the Opportunity Training Center in
Grand Forks, North Dakota.
The students were divided into two groups.

The control

grotq> consisted of eight boys who were given the GATB manual
dexterity test at the beginning and end of the time period.
They were not exposed to a physical education program.

The ex

perimental group consisted of toys that were involved in a struc
tured physical education program for the development of fine
motor skills.

The experimental group was tested by the GATB

test of manual dexterity.
The activity program consisted of games and skills geared
to fine hand movements.

Approximately eighty per cent of the

time m s spent on fine motor skills and twenty per cent on gross
motor skills.

The exercises were geared to strengthening and

stretching the fingers, hands and arms.
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Approximately twenty

5i

minutes a day were spent cm exercises and thirty minutes cm
activities.

There were four activities used per class period.

Cocaparisons were node between the groups on each of the
four items selected from the GATE manual dexterity test.

The

comparisons were made to determine whether the students in each
group had improved in manual dexterity, or if either group had
improved significantly more than the other.
The null hypothesis was assessed with respect to the dif
ferences between the results of the two groups on the GATI pre
test end post-test scores.

The hypothesis was tested with the

,iOnn-.slhit.ney U non-paraaetric test.

The U scores were then

used to determine significance at the .05 level of significance.

Conclusions

General conclusions arising from this study aret
1,

The experimental group gained significantly at the

.05 level of significance on two of the four items in the GATE
test of manual dexterlty.
2.

Participation in a physical education program will

improve the manual dexterity of mentally retarded toys.

Kecoamendati ons

From the interpretation of the data collected from this
study the following recommendations sewn warranted!
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1.

Further investigation in the area of manual dexterity

in the mentaliy retarded would be advisable.
2.

A study of the effects of a non-strueturea physical

education progran on the manual dexterity of mentally retarded

people should be conducted.
3.

Based on the results of two tests, it would sees that

physical education should be a required part of the curriculum
of the mentally retarded.

This course of study should i«gin

in the initial stages of their education.

U.

A re-evaluation of the curriculum of the Opportunity

Training Center should be made to determine the place of phy
sical education in their vocational training.
5.

It is recommended that physical education programs

for the mentally retarded should include content which would
teach fine hand movements.
6.

Further studies of the relationship of attendance to

performance would be warranted.
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Hand Development Exercises

1.

Hand-Finger Flexorsi

Stand straight with arms elevated

above head, clench fist, extend fingers in rapid succession.
Continue for thirty seconds.

Exercise was used to strengthen

fingers, hands, and forearms.
2.

Push-upi

Begin in prone position, hands flat on floor

beneath body, keep body straight, push away from floor, then
lower body down to within on# inch of the floor, repeat ten
times.

This exercise was used to improve arm and shoulder

strength.
3.

Fingertip push-upt

Begin in prone position, finger

tips on floor with palms up.
from floor.

Keep body straight, push away

Repeat ten times.

This exercise was used to im

prove asm and shoulder strength.
U.

Arm Circles>

Arms extended straight outside, elbows

locked, palm qp, thumbs pointing back.

Rotate arms in little

circles forward, than repeat with little circles rotating back
wards.

Increase the sisc of the circles till circles are as largt

as possible, then decrease them.

Repeat for two ainutes.

This

exercise was used to strengthen upper arm and shoulder girdle
and istrove range of movement.
5.

Finper onappingi

Stand with arms extended Stove head.

Place thumb on index finger.
hand.

Snap index finger to palm of the

Then rotate snapping of thumb to middle finger, ring
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finger, end little finger.

Repeat for forty-five seconds.

Speed is encouraged with little regard to noise the student
Is able to make.

This exercise vas used to iaprovc finger

dexterity and speed.
6.

Crush napart

stand with hands extended over the head

with a long strip of newspaper in each hand.

Without aid of

body or other objects draw the long strip of paper into the
pala of the hand and crush into small ball.

This exercise vas

used to improve finger dexterity and strength.
7.

Wing Flapperst

atand with arms bant at elbows, hands

at chest, and elbows out straight from tody.

Swing arms back

keeping elbows bent and then return to starting position.
peat ten tines.

Re

This exercise was used to iaprove shoulder

strength and increase range of motion.
8.

isometric Pulls«

This exercise was used in three steps.

Clasp hands over head, pull and hold for ten seconds.
hands behind back, pull and hold for ten seconds.

Then clasp

Then clasp

hands in front of stomach, pull and hold for ten seconds.

This

exercise was used to i^rove strength in the hands and arms.
9.

isometric Flexorsi Stand facing work-tench, grasp

under edge and lift, holding this position for ten seconds.
Repeat this exorcise at different levels on bench.

This exer

cise was used to strengthen hand and upper a m .
10.

Finger Stretches»

Grasp index finger of left hand

with right hand, stretch the finger backwards.

Repeat process
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on each finger of each hand.
thumb to touch wrist.

At conclusion attaapt to band

This exorcise was used to laprove range

of aovcRcnt in fingers and wrist.

Cracking of knuckles was

discouraged.
It.

Perception exercisesi
A.

gether.

Hold hands above head, fingers extended and to

Attaapt to separate index finger, then recover to ori

ginal position.

Then attaapt to separate two Biddle fingers

while keeping index and little fingers in contact with the aiddie fingers,

separate little finger froa rest keeping fingers

extended.
£.

Hold left arm straight in front of body with in

dex finger extended.

Then atteapt to touch index finger of left

hand by bringing the index finger of the left hand forward in
a rapid motion.
These exercises were used to laprove eye-hand coordination.
1.

Toe-Toucherst standing position feet spread about two

feet apart.
floor.

Place hands on hips, then bend at waist and touch

Keep knees straight and recover to standing position

with hands on hips.

Repeat fifteen times.

This exercise was

used to improve back and stomach strength.

It was chosen and

included for general physical development.
2.

Trunk Tvistersi Stand with hands extended at sides.

Keep hipa firm and rotate at waist.

Return in starting posi

tion and rotate in opposite direction.

Repeat twenty tines.
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This exercise was used to improve muscle tone in stomach and
hack.

It was included as part of the physical education pro

gram geared to general physical development.
3.

Week Twlstersi

Stand with hands on hips, feet flat

on floor, shoulder width apart. Bend neck forward and rotate
in a circle in clockwise direction.

Repeat exercise for thirty

seconds, and then repeat in counterclockwise direction for
thirty seconds.
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Clast Activities

i«

Basketballi

The students were taught to dribble, pass,

catch, and shoot basketballs.

They were allowed to practice these

skills in lead-«p panes such as "horse* and shooting contests.
2*

softball*

The students were taught throwing, catching,

and batting s k i U e and used these skills in lead-up gases to
softball such as *five-hundred* or «work«tqp.*
3.

Volleyball*

the volleyball over a net.
b.

Tet herbal It

Kewcoab ball wes used as a lead-up gene.

The students were taught proper service and

return of the tethcrball.
5.

The students were taught to volley t*nd pass

Deck Tennis*

They played games among themselves.

Deck tennis rings were used in a variety

of ways to help improve finger and hand coordination.

The stu

dents played catch with the rings and attempted various adaptations
such as catching rings on softball bats or their arm.
6.

Bumper Peel*

eye-hand coordination.

Bumper pool was used to help develop
The students wore allowed to ploy with

modified roles.
7.

Horseshoe

t Itching* Horseshoe pitching was used both

indoors and outdoors.

Depth perception skills were stressed in

this activity.
6.

king Toss*

King toss activities were used to help de

velop pitching skills and depth perception.
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9.

Bean Bag Togging:

board and at boxes.

Bean bags were tossed at shuffle

Points were kept and the students were

allowed to adjust the activity to allow a high degree of enjoy
ment.
10.

Paddle Badatlntoni

Chairs were lined up across the

room and the students volleyed a badminton birdie across the
c h a i m with aodiflad ping-pong paddles.
11.

Marblesi

various marble g n u s were conducted which

stressed finger development.

King games and "one-on-one" com

petition were stressed.
12.

Lummy Stickst Lummy sticks was the only rhythm acti

vity that was used.

This activity at tempted to teach the stu

dents the skill of keeping in time with the music.
13*

Poose-Belli

A small foote-ball set was used to help

the students practice wrist turning.

This activity was very

popular with the students since it was an arts in which they
experienced a great deal of success.
1L.

Hand slapi

This activity requires a partner.

One

person puts hands on hips, elbows out aids, and faces his part
ner.

The other person stands facing partner with hands together

directly in front of himself*

Person with hands on hips attempts

to slap hands of partner.

Partner moves hands in an up and down

notion to evade the slap.

Participants switch roles on every

missed try.

This activity was very popular with this sge group
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of mentally retarded.
15.

It served the role of a combatant activity.

Dropping Clothespins

In this activity the students

stood on a chair and attenpted to drop hard topped clothespins
into a niik bottle.

This activity vas used to develop perception

and vital release.
16.

Yo-Yo:

Yo-yos were given to the students to practice

qp and down notion of the hand.

Variations were used by attempt

ing to have the student grasp the yo-yo at the height of each.
17.

Jacksi

sets of Jacks were used to give the students

a chance to acconpllsh more than one task at once.

This acti

vity proved to be one of the best-liked events of the day.
18.

ftope-juaplngt

Individual rope-jumping was attanpted.

The students experienced very United success in this area partly
due to the fact that there was such a United tine to teach the
activity.

Most students had no experience in thia activity,

but the researcher felt that it could have considerable value
in a program for the educable mentally retarded.
19.

Darts: A dart board was used occasionally, but the

researcher found this to be quite a hazard and discouraged its
use.

It required constant supervision.
20.

Ball-Throwing:

Six-inch balls were bounced to a ca

dence called by the researcher.
of trouble in this activity.

The

students

experienced a lot

The activity night have been in-

proved if it had baea attenpted with nuaie.
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